
Cleveland Foundation Centennial Trail 

County: Cuyahoga  

• Type: All Purpose Trail 
• Length: ± 1.7 miles 
• Cost (design/construction): Phase I: 

$1.7 million; Phase II: $2.9 million; 
Phase III: TBD; Willow Ave. Bridge: 
$2.6 million; Wendy Park Bridge: $7 
million 

• Funding Sources: Private (TPL); 
TIGER (requested); State of Ohio; 
CMAQ (Phase III)  

Cleveland Metroparks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contact Name: Sara MaierPhone #: 216.635.3289E-mail address: sbm@clevelandmetroparks.comUse slide #1 to give the basic information for this project.  Replace these instructions in this NOTES section with your story of how this project came to be, and any interesting best practices or lessons learned during design and/or construction.The Cleveland Foundation Centennial Trail, formerly known as the Lake Link Trail, represents the implementation of the long-held desire to connect the Towpath Trail and riverfront to the lakefront. Phase I of the trail from Scranton Road to Columbus Road officially opened in August 2015, and coordination and design continues on the remaining segments, with Phase II set to go to bid in May 2016. The project is a result of collaboration between LAND studio, The Trust for Public Land, and Cleveland Metroparks, all of which have worked together to move the project forward through fundraising and grant-seeking, land assembly, and design and project management. Throughout the project, the team has dealt with the challenges and surprises of developing an urban trail within an old rail corridor, which includes construction and modification of multiple bridges, resolving encroachment issues, dealing with environmental concerns, and securing real estate interests from multiple entities. 



The Good Stuff 
• Amenities: Will connect the 

Towpath Trail and the river to Lake 
Erie; provides access to a multitude 
of users 

• Connections to other non- project 
assets: Towpath Trail, Rivergate 
Park, Water Taxi, Wendy 
Park/Whiskey Island and the 
proposed Red Line Greenway and 
Whiskey Island Connector 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use this NOTES section to describe the features to which this trail connects and any enthusiasm, resistance or new relationships resulting from these connections.The project is an example of excellent teamwork between public and nonprofit organizations to advance a critical piece of the trail network for Greater Cleveland. The partnership also submitted an application to the DOT TIGER program in April 2016 requesting funding for the Wendy Park Bridge and two connectors to the CFCT, along with the Whiskey Island Connector between Edgewater and Wendy Parks and the Red Line Greenway. Additionally, the State of Ohio included $1 million for the Wendy Park Bridge in the next state capital budget.Development of the CFCT, along with the Towpath Trail, has been a critical component of the redevelopment of the Flats in Cleveland. Businesses and residential developments are occurring in this area due to this investment in public infrastructure.



Unique! 
• Benefits to the Public: Repurposes 

obsolete rail infrastructure; serving 
as a catalyst for Flats redevelopment 

• Environmental enhancements: 
Improved stormwater  management, 
invasive species removal 

• Social Equity: Access to active 
transportation and parks to 
disadvantaged populations in the 
area 

• Partnership: Continues the 
partnership of TPL, LAND studio, 
and Cleveland Metroparks 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use this NOTES section to elaborate on these details and tell stories from this project.  Who is using this trail/lane?  What’s changed in the community?The first phase of the trail opened in the summer of 2015 and has already experienced good usage. Because the development is ongoing, full impacts have yet to be realized.Additional details:Tell us anything else about this project which makes it stellar.  Especially think of Best Practices and Lessons Learned worth sharing with other communities.  Tell us:The setting:  UrbanWho was the Project Champion (individual or organization): LAND studio, TPL, Cleveland Metroparks, Cuyahoga County, City of ClevelandProject Story:  The CFCT, or Lake Link Trail, has appeared in well over a dozen locally developed community plans and studies and is a critical piece of the active transportation network for the city of Cleveland
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